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Honda Clarity Hybrid Is Now On Sale In Canada
The newest member of Honda’s completely redesigned lineup touched down at dealerships
across Canada last week with an
MSRP of $39,900 and $43,900
on the fully loaded Touring trim
with up to $14,000 of government incentives.
The Clarity Plug-In Hybrid is
a big step forward for the company’s electriied leet, entering
the Canadian market with the
best overall combined range and
interior volume in its class.
Here are three things you need
to know about the new Clarity
Plug-In Hybrid:
Fuel economy / With a
combined fuel economy of
2.1Le/100km and an all-electric
range of up to 76km, the Clarity
is the no-compromise alternative
fuel vehicle.
Drivers can spend most of their
daily commute all electric power
with the peace of mind knowing
that a gasoline engine is there to
back them up for those weekend
getaways.
The electromotive power
comes from a 181-horsepower
electric motor producing 232 lb.ft. of torque and drawing power
from both the gasoline engine

and a 17-kilowatt hour (kWh)
battery pack with a recharge time
of just 2.5 hours at 240 volts. The
Clarity Plug-in features Honda’s
two-motor hybrid powertrain that
has a total system output of 212
horsepower.
Comfort and Technology / This
premium-feeling ive seater sedan
is all about comfort in the cabin
and on the road. With soft touch
materials, plush leather seats and
a premium yet futuristic interior,
the cabin is built to make driver’s
want to get behind the wheel. The

Clarity Plug-In Hybrid comes
with Honda’s intelligent interior
design which creates the most

spacious interior in its class.
The Clarity comes packed with
standard features like Apple Car-

Play and Android Auto, 8.0” Display Audio, HondaLink mobile
app, Honda Sensing’s full suite
of safety technology.
No Compromises / Clarity
Plug-In Hybrid is a vehicle meets
the needs of Canadian buyers because it requires no compromise
in driving behaviour or lifestyle.
That means no compromise in
range or refueling time. No compromise for cabin space or cargo.
No compromise in feature content. And no compromise in lat
out driving enjoyment.

